Their road map is one that will produce a legacy in the health and well being of the people of Seguin Haiti.

The start line: Los Angeles California.
The finish line: Charleston South Carolina.
The distance: 3000 miles in 5 weeks.
The goal: Raise $30,000+
The destination: Cloud Forest Medical Clinic - Seguin

In a few weeks on April 4th, two medical students and a physician, all three Humanity First USA volunteers will combine their passion for bicycling, compassion for Haiti, and a commitment to make a difference.

These three volunteers will be setting on a journey across the USA to raise money for the Humanity First Cloud Forest Medical Clinic in Seguin, Haiti.

The cyclists are Kyle “Fatty” Martin, Jeff Crawford, and Dr. Clayton Bell. Kyle is a third year student at Michigan State University in the College of Osteopathic Medicine, and is also studying Public Health and wants to do his residency in Family Medicine or ER. Jeff is a final year student at Michigan State University is in process of interviewing for position in General Surgery. Clayton graduated from College of Medicine at University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences. He plans on spending over two years in Haiti and then returning to the States to complete his residency in either family medicine or ER.

Combining their passion for sport and love for Haiti all 3 volunteers will begin their 5 week bike riding journey cross-country from Los Angeles, CA to Charleston SC.

With the ultimate goal of raising money so NGO Humanity First can hire a much needed full time medical doctor at Cloud Forest Medical Clinic. Supporters can donate to Humanity First and Cloud Forest Medical Clinic (tax-deductible checks and/or online paypal) via Humanity First.org or Checks can be made payable to Humanity First and specified for "Cloud Forest Medical Clinic". Your donation towards the $30,000 goal will be more than a one time gift. What will be made possible out of your generous donation will also be a part of the legacy fulfilling on the promise to that we all as a global community begin to put our Humanity First!

How you can help:
1. Check out their route and help them meet new friends to share their experiences from Haiti.
2. They also need places to stay and warm food at several stops. Contact them at bisiklethaiti@gmail.com or post on their website, twitter or facebook.
3. Sponsor them per mile

To learn more about how you can support these great volunteers, please visit: bisiklethaiti.com

Supporters can donate to Humanity First Cloud Forest Medical Clinic (tax-deductible checks and/or online paypal) via: usa.humanityfirst.org
OR, Checks can be made payable to:
   Humanity First USA
   300 # Lombard Street, Suite 840
   Baltimore, MD 21202
   Please specify “Cloud Forest Medical Clinic” for all donations.